Combating Wildlife Trafficking between Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines

1. IMPROVE counter wildlife trafficking enforcement
2. REDUCE wildlife trafficking in target areas
3. ENHANCE care and repatriation of confiscated animals
**IMPACTS**

Enhanced tri-nation enforcement cooperation
Enforcement agencies professionally trained
Wildlife crime syndicates deterred from using target area as source and transit
Criminal supply chain disrupted and dismantled by enforcement chain
Seized wild animals handled and repatriated properly
Standard procedures for handling seized animals created

**Build National Task Forces**

Rapid Assessments to identify gaps and needs
Tailor tools according to needs:
- Counter Transnational Organized Crime (CTOC) training
- WildScan (Species ID tool)
- Rapid Reference Guide to counter wildlife trafficking
Deliver trainings with tailored tools

**Connect National Task Forces**

Engage with Coral Triangle Initiative on Coral Reefs, Fisheries, and Food Security (CTI-CFF)
Engage with ASEANAPOL
Create regional TRIPOD working group with national task forces, CTI-CFF, ASEANAPOL to develop SOPs and joint exercises.
House the working group, with tools, at CTI-CFF with bridge to ASEANAPOL

**Care of Confiscated Wildlife**

Train stakeholders on caring for, and ultimately repatriating, confiscated wildlife
Distribute field kits and train stakeholders on using them
Train stakeholders on species identification
Develop best practices on care and repatriation

info@freeland.org